H2020 ERC Open Access Obligation for Research Results

As of 2017, all projects are automatically enrolled in the Open Data Pilot.

DATA

Hand in a DMP no later than 6 months after the projects starts. Upload at least the data underlying your publication to a data repository of your choice

PUBLICATION

Peer-reviewed article?

NO

OA compulsory. Have you chosen an OA journal (including hybrid OA)?

YES

Pay APC's if needed; load copy into repository

Publisher has an embargo?

YES

≤ 6 months? (see: EU addendum to publisher contracts)

YES

Pay BPC (if needed), load copy into repository

NO

Upload post-print to repository, make available no later than 6 months.

Publisher has an embargo?

YES

NO

Upload to repository

CLOSED ACCESS! Unless you can renegotiate the terms with the publisher, this route does not comply

EMBARGO TOO LONG! Unless you can renegotiate the terms with the publisher, this route does not comply

YES

Y

No

Y

NO

Is it a book? (OA strongly recommended)

NO

Upload post-print to repository and make available in OA when embargo expires.

YES

You can opt out at any time but you have to provide reasons.

NO

Upload to repository

You have chosen an OA journal (including hybrid OA)?

NO
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